Flow visualization tools for image analysis of capillary networks.
Video recordings of red blood cell (RBC) flow through capillary networks contain a considerable amount of information pertaining to oxygen transport through the microcirculation. Image analysis of these video recordings has been widely used to determine RBC dynamics (velocity, lineal density and supply rate) and oxygenation (Brunner et al., 2000; Ellis et al., 1990, 1992; Ellsworth et al., 1987; Klyscz et al., 1997; Pries 1988). However, not all capillaries in a given field of view are suitable for image analysis. Typically, capillary segments that are relatively straight and in sharp focus, and exhibit flow of individual RBCs that are well separated by plasma gaps, are good candidates for analysis. We have developed several image processing tools to aid in the selection of such capillaries for analysis and to obtain quick overviews of RBC flow through the microcirculation. Burgess et al. (Microcirc. 2:75, 1995) and Burkell et al. (Annals Biomed. Eng. 24:1, 1996; J. Vasc. Res. 35:2, 1998) have previously introduced mean and variance images to aid in the selection of capillaries for analysis. We have extended their concept and developed similar two dimensional visualization techniques for studies of RBC flow through capillary networks. Five new methods of processing video data were developed. The minimum image highlights all capillaries containing RBCs in a given field of view. The maximum image identifies capillaries that exhibit high lineal density or stopped flow. The range image represents the difference between the maximum and minimum light intensity values that occur at a given pixel over a given time period, and helps to identify capillary segments that are in good focus and are perfused by RBCs and plasma. The difference image represents the cumulative sum of the square of differences in intensity values between consecutive frames and gives an indication of the frequency of passage of RBCs separated by plasma gaps. The transition image represents the number of times the intensity at a given pixel crosses a predefined threshold and indicates the number of RBCs (or trains of RBCs) that passes a given location during the observation period. The above flow visualization techniques are valuable tools to aid in the study of image focus, network geometry, RBC flow paths and dynamics, that can then be used in identifying capillaries for subsequent (separate) detailed analysis to provide quantitative information about RBC flow.